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Attachment 4- 
Bureau of Land Management FY 2018 Land and Water Conservation Fund Core Ranking Criteria Questionnaire
(Rounded up to the nearest $50,000, with a $250,000 minimum)
Real Estate Section
6. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
7. Has this project ever received a LWCF appropriation?
8. Is this proposed purchase in compliance with an approved planning document?
9. What level of interest and support exists for purchase within the project area? (select all that apply)
10. Number of parcels targeted for purchase in this proposal:
Multiple parcels in one ownership should be counted as one parcel
Parcel 1 Details
10.1.5. Is the owner a Willing Seller?
10.1.6. Is there assistance from a Third Party Partner?
10.1.7. Does the Third Party have Site Control (Option, Under Contract or Pre-Purchased)?
10.1.8. Has Initial Title Evidence been obtained?
10.1.8.1. What were the initial findings?
10.1.9. Has a Preliminary HazMat Survey been completed?
10.1.9.1. What were the initial findings?
10.1.10. Is the purchase able to be phased?
10.1.11. Is there available leveraged funding / is this a possible bargain sale?
Parcel 2 Details
10.2.5. Is the owner a Willing Seller?
10.2.6. Is there assistance from a Third Party Partner?
10.2.7. Does the Third Party have Site Control (Option, Under Contract or Pre-Purchased)?
10.2.8. Has Initial Title Evidence been obtained?
10.2.8.1. What were the initial findings?
10.2.9. Has a Preliminary HazMat Survey been completed?
10.2.9.1. What were the initial findings?
10.2.10. Is the purchase able to be phased?
10.2.11. Is there available leveraged funding / is this a possible bargain sale?
Parcel 3 Details
10.3.5. Is the owner a Willing Seller?
10.3.6. Is there assistance from a Third Party Partner?
10.3.7. Does the Third Party have Site Control (Option, Under Contract or Pre-Purchased)?
10.3.8. Has Initial Title Evidence been obtained?
10.3.8.1. What were the initial findings?
10.3.9. Has a Preliminary HazMat Survey been completed?
10.3.9.1. What were the initial findings?
10.3.10. Is the purchase able to be phased?
10.3.11. Is there available leveraged funding / is this a possible bargain sale?
Parcel 4 Details
10.4.5. Is the owner a Willing Seller?
10.4.6. Is there assistance from a Third Party Partner?
10.4.7. Does the Third Party have Site Control (Option, Under Contract or Pre-Purchased)?
10.4.8. Has Initial Title Evidence been obtained?
10.4.8.1. What were the initial findings?
10.4.9. Has a Preliminary HazMat Survey been completed?
10.4.9.1. What were the initial findings?
10.4.10. Is the purchase able to be phased?
10.4.11. Is there available leveraged funding / is this a possible bargain sale?
Parcel 5 Details
10.5.5. Is the owner a Willing Seller?
10.1.6. Is there assistance from a Third Party Partner?
10.5.7. Does the Third Party have Site Control (Option, Under Contract or Pre-Purchased)?
10.5.8. Has Initial Title Evidence been obtained?
10.5.8.1. What were the initial findings?
10.5.9. Has a Preliminary HazMat Survey been completed?
10.5.9.1. What were the initial findings?
10.5.10. Is the purchase able to be phased?
10.5.11. Is there available leveraged funding / is this a possible bargain sale?
11. Has this project received funds reprogrammed from another LWCF project?
12. Has this project received emergency and/or inholding funds?
14. Will the unobligated/unspent balance be spent by the end of the current fiscal year?
15. Which acquisition methods have been utilized by the BLM within the project area? (select all that apply)
16. Which acquisition methods are now being utilized by the BLM within the project area? (select all that apply)
17. Which interests in land have been purchased by the BLM within the project area? (select all that apply)
18. Which interests in land are currently proposed for purchase by the BLM within the project area?
22. Purchase(s) within the project area (including project partners) have been fully/partially funded by:
24. Check all the special management designations which apply to the PROJECT AREA:
26. Check all the special management designations which apply to the PROPERTY(IES) TARGETED
      FOR PURCHASE:
28. Is there an imminent threat (defined in #29) to the property targeted for purchase? What is the timeline of       the threat? "Imminent Threat" is potential development or resource damage which is likely to occur:
29. Select all imminent threats which apply:
Wildlife / Fisheries / Plants Section
30. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
31. List the highest priority animal or plant species (common name) associated with the proposed purchase. 
32. Which legal designation best describes the species listed in #31?
33. Which parcel(s) provide habitat for this species? (list by landowner name)
34. Briefly explain the unique habitat features of the parcel(s) associated with the species listed in #31.
31.1. List the second highest priority animal or plant species (common name) associated with the proposed purchase. 
32.1. Which legal designation best describes the species listed in #31.1?
33.1. Which parcel(s) provide habitat for this species? (list by landowner name)
34.1. Briefly explain the unique habitat features of the parcel(s) associated with the species listed in #31.1.
31.2. List the third highest priority animal or plant species (common name) associated with the proposed purchase. 
32.2. Which legal designation best describes the species listed in #31.2?
33.2. Which parcel(s) provide habitat for this species? (list by landowner name)
34.2. Briefly explain the unique habitat features of the parcel(s) associated with the species listed in #31.2.
31.3. List the fourth highest priority animal or plant species (common name) associated with the proposed purchase. 
32.3. Which legal designation best describes the species listed in #31.3?
33.3. Which parcel(s) provide habitat for this species? (list by landowner name)
34.3. Briefly explain the unique habitat features of the parcel(s) associated with the species listed in #31.3.
31.4. List the fifth highest priority animal or plant species (common name) associated with the proposed purchase. 
32.4. Which legal designation best describes the species listed in #31.4?
33.4. Which parcel(s) provide habitat for this species? (list by landowner name)
34.4. Briefly explain the unique habitat features of the parcel(s) associated with the species listed in #31.4.
35. Does the project conserve a unique ecosystem (i.e. is this area within a Habitat       Conservation Plan, Conservation Agreement Area, Waterfowl/Wildlife       Management Area or is it designated critical habitat?
36. Will acquisition of the parcel(s) contribute to landscape level habitat management?
37. Does this project benefit a wetland or riparian area that is scarce or unique?
Wildlife / Fisheries Connectivity Section
39. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change defines adaptation as the adjustment in natural or human systems in response to an actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects.  From a management perspective, this involves developing forest, grassland, desert, aquatic, and urban-edge landscapes to be resilient to climate change.  The land acquisition program can be used as a tool to facilitate the adaptation of ecosystems to the effects of climate change to assure habitat connectivity within and among intact ecosystems, create buffers around core habitat areas, and/or protect climate "refugia", i.e., areas where targeted species and habitat types are less susceptible to the impacts of climate change.  Meeting the criteria above will achieve climate adaptation objectives.
 
Acquisition of the tract(s) will enhance the climate resiliency of a forest, grassland, desert, aquatic, or urban-edge landscape for the benefit of targeted species and/or habitat types based on the strategies listed above.  Give consideration to a tract(s) that falls within a forest, grassland, desert, aquatic, or urban-edge landscape that has been identified by a Federal, state, or private entity as important to the support of climate change adaptation for species and/or habitat types and ecosystem services targeted by this project.
41. Have these tracts been identified by a Federal, State, or private entity as important to the       support of climate change adaptation?                           
41.2. Provide the name of the Federal, State or Local climate change adaptation strategy or similar document which supports the identified benefit of the acquisition in reducing the effects of climate change on fish, wildlife and plant species (and/or their habitat) or increasing resiliency.
42. Would acquisition of the property preserve a wildlife or fisheries corridor documented        by BLM and/or other Federal Land Management Agencies, or the respective state        wildlife management agency?
43. Would this one acquisition fully secure the "utility" of the corridor?
46. Is the species listed in #44 a permitted game species?
46.1. Is the species listed in #44.1 a permitted game species?
46.2. Is the species listed in #44.2 a permitted game species?
46.3. Is the species listed in #44.3 a permitted game species?
46.4. Is the species listed in #44.4 a permitted game species?
47. What is the primary "imminent threat" to preserving this corridor?
48. Is there a secondary "imminent threat" to preserving this corridor?
49. Preservation of this corridor would provide "connectivity" with which of the following landowners?
50. Would preservation of this corridor result in short and/or long term operations        and maintenance (O&M) costs to the BLM?
50.2. Would these costs potentially be shared with other resource agencies/supporters?
50.2.1. Who would those resource agencies/supporters be? (select all that apply)
Recreation Section
51. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
52. What are the primary recreational activities within this project area? Choices are based on RMIS criteria.
53. Based on the priorities listed in #52, the majority of recreational use occurs over a period of:
54. Are the recreational opportunities within the project area: (select all that apply)
55. Are there other areas within 100 miles of the project area that offer the same quality          of recreation opportunities and experiences?
56. Will the acquisition of the parcel(s) contribute to legal public access to the project area?
56.1. The type of access identified in #56 is? (select all that apply)
59. Are these recreation opportunities:
Public Access to Public Lands Section
61. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
62. What is the end-outcome goal of acquiring this public access? (select all that apply)
63. Would access rights across the private property targeted for acquisition secure public         access to an area currently used in trespass by the recreating public (even if the         landowner is or is not aware, but has not taken action to deny public access)?
64. Is the property described in #63 currently listed for sale on the market?
65. Would acquisition of this one parcel of land (fee) or interest in land (access easement)
        complete the goal of providing access to the recreating public?
66. Are any landowners referenced in #63 identified as willing sellers?
67. Does this funding request propose acquiring a conservation easement and/or fee         interest in property in addition to a public access corridor?
67.1. Why is it in the best interest of the BLM to acquire these additional property rights?
68. Has BLM considered acquiring these rights (or this property) via land exchange?
69. Would acquisition of this interest in land (access easement) or land (fee) contribute to
      BLM's mission of securing a public access corridor identified in an approved land use
      and/or transportation plan?  The acquisition action you are proposing must be
      specifically referenced in this plan.
70. What would be the use of this public access corridor? (select all that apply)
71. Is the primary objective of securing this public access route to allow for the       movement of the recreating public between "Point A" and "Point B"?                 
72. Is this public access route within an existing state highway or county road corridor?
73. Is this public access route within a RS2477 "asserted" corridor?
76. Would any of these "newly opened" acres be within or provide access to any of the following special        designated units? (select all that apply)
78. Would the anticipated public access benefits extend beyond the public access corridor?
80. Based on the activities list in #62, the majority of recreational use served by the proposed public access corridor would occur over a period of:
81. Do alternative public access routes (which may be less convenient or may not provide       motorized access) currently serve this area?
82. Would acquisition of the proposed public access corridor benefit any of the following resource agencies?        (select all that apply)
83. Would any of the agencies identified in #82 contribute to the cost of acquiring       the access rights and/or maintaining the access easement?
84. If no road or trail currently exists (or if the road or trail is inadequate for public use),       will (re)construction of a road or trail be required to facilitate public access?
85. Is (re)construction of a road or trail to facilitate public access identified in the land       use and/or transportation plan?
86. If (re)construction of a road or trail to facilitate public access is planned, who will pay for the (re)construction?       (select all that apply)
87. If (re)construction of a road or trail to facilitate public access is planned, who will pay for the maintenance?       (select all that apply)
88. Is a third party conservation partner transactionally involved in landowner       negotiations to acquire this public access easement?
88.1. Provide the name of the third party conservation partner transactionally involved in landowner          negotiations to acquire this public access easement.
88.2. Provide the names of up to three third party conservation partners (traditional and resource-          specific) supporting acquisition of this public access easement.
Heritage / Paleontological Resources Section
89. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
90. Are there known heritage/paleo sites within the project area?
90.1. Are there known sites which fall into one of the following categories within the project area?
91. Are there known heritage/paleo sites within the targeted purchase parcels?
91.2. Are there known sites which fall into one of the following categories within the targeted parcels?
92. Will acquisition of the parcel(s) protect one or more sites that contribute to the
        cultural landscape based research and/or management?
93. Will acquisition of the parcel(s) provide significant opportunities for interpretation,
        education, or research?
93.1. Is research currently being conducted within the project area?
Visual Resources Section
94. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
95. Is preservation of a scenic viewshed an intended goal of this acquisition?
96. Which Visual Resource Management (VRM) classification best represents the project area?
97. List the approximate percent coverage of each VRM classification within the project area (total must be 100%).
Class I percentage
Class II percentage
Class III percentage
Class IV percentage
Total
98. Which VRM classification best represents the parcel(s) targeted for acquisition?
Parcel Name
VRM Class
99. Are there any unique geologic features within the parcel(s) targeted for purchase?
Management Section
100. Contact Information of Employee Completing this Section
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
102. Anticipated one-time O&M investments associated with this purchase? Include both external and internal costs.
        (Select all that apply)
103. What is the estimated one-time total O&M investment cost associated with #102? This cost EXCLUDES
        acquisition processing costs and the purchase price associated with the purchase of the parcel(s). If more than
        one parcel, provide total sum.
104. Anticipated ongoing (seasonal, annual or periodic) O&M costs associated with this purchase.
105. What is the estimated annual cost for ongoing O&M associated with the purchase of the parcel(s)?
106. Anticipated annual O&M external contributions associated with the entire project (not just purchase parcel).
109. Partner/Stakeholder funding or other contributed assistance available to process the proposed transaction:         (Select all that apply)
111. Contact Information of Manager Approving this Request
Name
Title
Office
Telephone #
9.0.0.2.20101008.1.734229
brian_mueller@blm.gov
Brian Mueller
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